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I was on the Delta Shuttle from New York to Washingtonon April 6, 1994 when
I first learned,by way of the New YorkTimes, that the plane carryingPresident
Habyarimanaof Rwanda had mysteriously crashed as it approachedthe Kigali
airport.My first response was to study the photographof the dead president;
after closely covering his comings and goings for the past several months, it
struckme as odd that the first time that I would see his face was in a newspaper
article announcinghis death. Then I felt frustrationbordering on exasperation.
As a political officer at the U.S. Mission to the United Nations who was assigned
to cover Rwanda, I had spent the last part of March consumed by the negotiations on the mandate extension of the United Nations Assistance Mission in
Rwanda (UNAMIR). Although many of the Security Council debates on
whetherto extend a mandate and under what conditions have a scripted quality
that foreordain renewal, this instance was uncharacteristically lengthy and
contentious.
UNAMIR was charged with overseeing the implementationof the Arusha
Accords, the blueprintto end the civil war between the Tutsi-backed Rwandan
Patriotic Forces (RPF) and the Hutu-dominatedRwandan government, and to
install a new, more representative,government.For some months, the Rwandan
governmenthad been dragging its heels and failing to produce the transitional
government, leaving many on the Security Council increasingly irritated.The
U.S. position was that the Rwandan government should be notified that unless
it quickly established the transitional government, the UN operation would be
ended. How strong these signals should be, and how serious the threatto close
the operationshould be, was a principal point of contention during the negotiations over the mandate's extension. The SecurityCouncil approvedan extension
just as the mandateexpired in early April, the United States was satisfied that its
concerns had been communicated to the Rwandan government, and I was relieved to have Rwandaoff my desk and be able to turnmy attentionto othermatters. The president's death changed all that, for bad and for good. Exhausted
from the hectic pace, I would now not have my long awaited break. Still,
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Rwanda rarely commanded front-page news as it was now doing, and I could
look forward to a departure from the daily monotonous routine.
As it so happens, I was on my way to Washington to meet the various peoin
the State Department from whom I received my instructions on Rwanda
ple
and other peacekeeping operations. Beginning in January 1994, I had been assigned primary responsibility for the peacekeeping operations in Rwanda, Burundi, and Mozambique, and had become the backup officer for the rest of subSaharan Africa. Such responsibilities entailed a never-ending stream of phone
calls to various parts of the State Department that had some input into these operations, primarily the Bureau of International Organization and secondarily the
Bureaus of Central and East African Affairs and Political-Military Affairs. Before the death of Habyarimana, the agenda for my trip to Washington had been
to make the rounds, meet my bureaucratic counterparts, and discuss the various
operations. Now I was anxious to hear about what was happening in Kigali.
I was greeted by my contact person from International Organization, who
had little news but was eager to bring me upstairs to the recently established
assembled at the outset of any
Situation Room. The "Sit Room"-something
crisis as a nerve center for receiving and coordinating information-had three
banks of phones, roughly 20 people milling in and out, and a makeshift map of
Rwanda hung on the wall, the only marker of why we were all there. As we entered the room, my contact person requested everyone's attention to relay news
of the current situation in Kigali, which was rather sparse and highly speculative. She then asked each of us to introduce ourselves. When my turn came, I was
given a special introduction by my contact: I was the person at the U.S. Mission
to the United Nations who followed Rwanda. The subtext was that I was a
Rwanda expert. My credentials established, those nearest to me immediately
asked me to provide basic background on the country, as well as information
about the military locations and strengths of the government, RPF, and UN
forces; their anticipated moves; and what the Security Council was likely to do.
To my amazement, I handled these and other questions with a degree of assuredness and authority expected of someone of my position. I offered to call my contacts at the UN Department of Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO) in order to
gather more information on developments on the ground; I did, and my UN contacts gave me what they had, which was more alarming and complete than what
I just had heard in the Sit Room. I relayed the information to those around me,
solidifying my credentials as an expert on Rwanda. I declined the invitation to
stay for the night shift on the pretext that I would be of greater service in New
York. My contact agreed, although I doubt she cared one way or the other.
That I might be presented as a Rwanda expert still strikes me as rather incongruous. After all, I teach international politics at the University of Wisconsin, feel most comfortable in the world of theory rather than in the world of facts,
and any claim I have to regional expertise is limited to the Middle East. That I
became an expert on Rwanda is thanks to the Council of Foreign Relations,
which offers a fellowship program that places academics in the U.S. foreign policy bureaucracy to both carry out research and become part of the policy-making
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process. Building on a long-standing interest in Third World security, I had proposed to examine how such issues were being handled after the Cold War. The
UN, throughits peacekeeping operations,had become highly involved in Third
World security; therefore, the U.S. Mission to the United Nations seemed to be
the perfect venue for examining such matters.The U.S. Mission agreed to host
my year, and I was placed in the Bureauof Political-Military Affairs, reporting
directly to the ambassadorwho covered security affairs and to the Mission's Political Section. At the suggestion of my immediate superior, I adopted the title
of Adviser for Peacekeeping Operations.I proudly accepted my security passes
(see Figure 1), the first tangible evidence that I was a bona fide member of the
U.S. Mission to the United Nations.
When I arrivedat the U.S. Mission in August 1993, I was assigned to help
cover Somalia. After the United States announced in October its intention to
withdrawfrom Somalia by March 1994, my responsibilities for Somalia rapidly
shrunk,and in my position, there was little to do but pray that the United States
might withdraw without incurring additional casualties or furtherharm to its
reputation.Consequently, I was assigned to other partsof Africa. When Rwanda
became part of my "account,"I knew little more about it than how to find it on
a map and that it was the country with the gorillas; my first association with

Figure 1
The security passes of Michael Barnett when he worked at the U.S. Mission to the
United Nations. These passes must be worn whenever entering, inhabiting, or
exiting the premises of the UN; they allow movement within the UN without an
escort. The security pass on the left also displays status through the easily
recognized word adviser. This pass is thus one of the first and most tangible signs
of "being an expert." Photo reproduced courtesy of Judith Pierotti.
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Mozambique was the song of that title by Bob Dylan. My lack of knowledge
seemed to troubleonly myself. My superiorswere, perhaps,reassuredby the experience I had gained covering Somalia and the fact that they would closely supervise my activities, and they knew betterthanI thatin-depthknowledge of the
country was not necessary to carry out my daily activities.
Among my duties as a political officer were readingcable traffic on my issues, writingtalking points for the U.S. ambassadors,hosting various Washington officials when they visited the UN, covering the Security Council when my
issues were on the agenda and then writing cables on its proceedings, and generally acting as a conduit between Washington and the UN. Sometimes I would
be asked to work on long-term"policy" issues, such as peacekeeping reformand
Security Council expansion. These I felt more comfortable with because they
were more consistent with my academic trainingand background.But the Mission had little real use for long-term policy planning and great demand for
anotherpolitical officer-that is, someone who could help with the overwhelming workload-and I recognized that I would learn much more by becoming
integratedinto the daily routines than by working on policy projects that would
be disregarded.In any event, I was a seasoned veteranof Rwandafor nearly four
months when President Habyarimana of Rwanda was killed and all hell
erupted.
Becoming a Bureaucrat
That I might be plausibly presented as a Rwandaexpert can only be understood in the context of the cultureof the foreign policy bureaucracy.Like all bureaucracies,the foreign policy bureaucracyorganizes and privileges knowledge
in particularways, and in this context the knowledge thatmatteredmost was not
the particularsaboutRwandabut ratherthe cultureof the policy-making process
in the U.S. government and the UN. Specifically, my standing as an expert derived from the following factors. As a political officer I was, by definition, an
expert. Rwandawas my account; I was its owner and hence a Rwandaexpert. It
hardly matteredthat when Rwanda became part of my account I knew little of
its political, economic, and social structures.Nor did my daily routine allow me
to devote any real effort to "get smart"on the subject;I was responsible for other
operations and my days were consumed with back-to-back"fires"that needed
immediate attention.No one ever asked me for my credentialsand it would not
have mattered.The other political officer at the U.S. Mission who covered Africa could claim greaterexpertise by virtue of having covered the topic in recent
years, not from any formal training or visits. That she had never visited Africa
was a legacy of post-Cold War budget cuts: travel money was becoming increasingly scarce and largely consumed by those at the top. Expert status had
very little to do with arealknowledge and much to do with bureaucraticposition.
My status also derived from my possession of the "facts" of the bureaucracy:who handledwhat issues, who had access to key decision makers,who my
counterpartswere in other missions to the UN and other departmentsin Washington,whathad transpiredin the SecurityCouncil,andwhatthe preciselanguage
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of past mandateswas. Over time, I accumulateda stock of facts regardingthe issues thatI covered, andI became fluent in the acronymsof the UN andthe policy
process. Knowledge of some of these facts andhaving the Rwandaaccountwent
some distance in defining me as an expert.
More fundamentally,my standing as an expert derived from my ability to
formulate questions and responses, to pose talking points, to use language, and
to carry on conversations in ways that were consistent with the understandings
and discourses of my superiorsand my colleagues. In other words, I had to understandthe subtext to conversations,what was said and not said, how information was framed, the symbols that were emotionally charged, what knowledge
was relevant, and how argumentswere constructedand topics debated.The foreign policy bureaucracy,like all organizations, has its own cultureto the extent
that it has its own discourse, symbols, and norms of interaction,in both practices
and language choice, thatmarkinsiders from outsiders. WhetherI was accepted
and effective was dependenton acting in a mannerthat was consistent with that
culture.
My socialization into this culture was a slow and often awkwardprocess.
When I first arrivedat the U.S. Mission, I knew little of the language and understood few of the symbols. My colleagues could speak full sentences in acronyms
that I had never heardof, use slang thatreferredto events and processes of which
I had no knowledge, and easily transformnouns like "demarche"into verbs. Being unable to speak the language or understandthe subtext to conversationsleft
me feeling generally alienated and often confused. My exhaustion at the end of
the day was a testimony not only to the grueling and chargedpace, but also to my
ignorance of the discourse and symbols thatcirculatedas I went throughthe day.
To constantly question all that passed before me proved tiring and quite frequently provided fodder for my colleagues' amusement, causing them to make
playful but derogatory references to my "academic"status. Ironically, participants from peacekeeping operationswho passed throughNew York would similarly comment that colleagues at the UN existed in an "ivory tower,"while they
lived in the "real world."Events that would make my colleagues at the Mission
take notice would have little effect on me; other events that would cause me to
panic would leave my colleagues simply bored. My only other experiences that
nearly matched this sensation of being in anotherworld was when I was in my
first year in graduateschool and when I was doing field researchin Cairofor my
dissertation. Still, within several months I became comfortable with the cultural
terrain.
A good illustrationof this was my experiences learning to write "reporting
cables," one of my most importantduties as a political officer. Reportingcables
are accounts of events, meetings, and developments that might be relevant to
U.S. policy or someone, somewhere, in the foreign policy bureaucracy.There
are rules to cable writing, andjunior officers take a detailed course in this craft
(and other aspects of diplomatic protocol) before they are given their first post.
Although my job entailed endless hourswriting cables, I received little guidance
on its ins and outs, and consequently, learnedby trial and error.Some aspects of
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cable writing were relatively straightforwardto learn, such as how to set up the
cable, who should be on the distributionlist, and its formal organization. Less
straightforwardbut more central to the effectiveness of the cable, however, was
articulatingthe bureaucraticculture that the cable was to reflect and represent.
A good cable has various characteristics,and at first my cables had few of
them. Initially my cables were "academic,"reminiscentof my notes from graduate seminars:exhaustive, analytical, dense, aspiringto reach some mythical archimedeanpoint thatwas attentiveto the complexities of the issue, the details of
the meetings, and the views of all those in attendance.But this approachcompletely overlooked the basic point thatcables arepolitical documents. As political documents, cables are expected to provide a narrativethat weaves together
various perspectives that derive from personal,bureaucratic,and U.S.-centered
positions. My task as a political officer was to reporton events in which my immediate superiorswere directly involved or interested,or for which they had bureaucraticresponsibility. Simply put, I had to "clear"these cables by the same
individuals about whom I was reportingor who had a direct interest in the issue.
Not surprisingly,they were concernednot at least as much with making sure that
they were representedfavorably and protectedfrom bureaucraticrivals as with
"gettingthe story right."A good cable, I learned,is not only clear and succinct;
it also offers an account that is consistent with the interests, both personal and
bureaucratic,of one's superiors.For instance, my cables had to portraythe U.S.
ambassadorsas sharp, alert, and probing; on numerous occasions I had to rewrite a cable because it did not quite capturethe language of a superioror place
her or him in the best light. Rarely would I recordthe gaffes of my superiors,no
matterhow consequential, and I learnedthatI was free to rearrangethe sequence
of events if it served a political purpose.
My cables were also expected to reflect the bureaucraticinterests and
worldview of the U.S. Mission to the United Nations in general and of the Political Section in particular.Those in Washingtonbelieved that we in New York
had "gone native"-that is, that we were unreflectingly pro-UN and propeacekeeping, insufficiently sensitive to U.S. "national interests," and naive
about U.S. domestic and Washington politics. We in New York believed that
those in Washingtonhad little understandingof the "politics of the UN" or how
resolutions were crafted and drafted, and saw our job as having to explain to
Washingtonhow the UN and the Security Council worked and how the policies
we proposedwere, in fact, consistent with the U.S. national interests.Therefore,
my bureaucraticinterests were not limited to defending and expanding my turf,
but also included learning a definition of the "U.S. national interest"that was
consistent with my bureaucraticposition at the UN. Over time I learned a conception of the "U.S. national interest"that supportedthe UN and peacekeeping.
In fact, "players"at the U.S. Mission achieved this designation not simply by
virtue of their position in the bureaucracy,but also throughtheir ability to translate between and articulatethe views of the U.S. Mission and Washington.
Furthermore,my own assignment and position shaped the interests I reflected and promotedin my cables. My bureaucraticinterestsincludedprotecting
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my turf, as well as looking for opportunitiesto increase my visibility or capture
an additionalhigh-profile policy issue. When I first began covering Somalia, I
was "tagged"to follow closely the issue of the Somali police force. Specifically,
there was considerableinterestin "standingup" the Somali police force to, first,
help the UN with its task of maintaining security and, second, expedite the returnof "law andorder"to Somalia and the withdrawalof the United Nations Operation in Somalia. Soon thereafter,my immediate superiorand I began using
our expertise on Somaliato highlight the importanceof civilian police in UN operations more generally. Not only were these importantissues that were generic
to other operations, but the promotion of this issue also promotedour profile.
We were good bureaucraticactors-that is, good entrepreneurs.
Weaving these various views-personal, bureaucratic,and U.S.-centeredinto a coherent narrativewas something that had to be learned.Over time I became quite capable of presentinginformationso that it paralleledhow other bureaucratsunderstoodand organized the world; slowly I learned how to couch
and frame my issue in ways that made sense to those on the distributionlist. An
effective cable is one that is likely to be read, and a cable will only be read if it
organizes knowledge in a mannerthat conforms to the intendedreader'sorganization of knowledge.
Slowly I acquiredmore than the skills of a political officer; I developed the
mentality and mindset as well. After several months, I became more comfortable with my position, and better able to understandand share in the symbols,
gestures, and utterancesof my colleagues. Said otherwise, not only had I entered
the bureaucraticworld,but the bureaucraticworld had enteredme. My long days
of intense interactionwith my colleagues were slowly transforminghow I understood, identified, and presentedmyself. Whereas once I had effected certain
practices and discourses because of their instrumentalityand strategic value,
now I did so because they felt comfortable and consistent with who I was and
how I understoodmyself. At various instances when I comfortablyeffected the
language and the practices of a political officer, my colleagues commented on
my "socialization"with chuckles and tongue-in-cheek congratulations.If once
I thought of "me"and "them,"I now began thinking in terms of "us."Although
my identity as an academic and a visitor never disappearedfor either my colleagues or myself, my presentationand practices were less strategicandmimetic
and more authentic.
My new identitywas tied to a particularset of interests.Whereasonce I was
bewildered by my colleagues' logic as they defended or promoteda particular
policy, I soon became sympathetic to and supportedtheir positions. More dramatically, if once I judged, promoted, and criticized policies depending on how
they related to my "academic"preferences, I now had "swallowed a dose of reality" and was situatingpolicies according to whether they were good or bad for
the interests and reputationsof, first, the United States, and, second, the UN. I
more fully identified with my role as a representativeof the United States to the
UN, and I slowly identified with, developed a greater loyalty to, and took my
identity from, these entities. I began to defend the policies of the United States
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and the potential of the UN not simply because to do otherwise might cause my
colleagues to sanction me for disloyalty, but because I came to identify with
these organizations. I was now a Rwandaexpert.
Rwanda
The 24 hours afterthe death of PresidentHabyarimanaon April 6 produced
the feared bloodshed. With only 5,000 lightly-armed peacekeepers scattered
throughoutRwanda, UNAMIR was unpreparedto confront the wave of terror
unleashed by Hutu extremists against Tutsis and Hutu moderates. UN troops
were instantly confronted by two increasingly untenable tasks: protecting the
lives of civilians and defending themselves. The tension between these two
goals became immediately apparentwhen ten Belgian peacekeepers were brutally murderedwhile protecting moderateHutu politicians during the first days
of the violence; the remaining Belgian troops were widely believed by
UNAMIR and the Security Council to be markedfor assassination. Whetheror
not the non-Belgian peacekeepers were at immediaterisk from Hutu forces, they
were runningdangerously low on fuel, water, and food; moreover, resupplying
or rescuing them was becoming increasinglyquestionable as the airportbecame
a major battleground,raising the real possibility that any approachingaircraft
might suffer the same fate as Habyarimana's.To make mattersworse, the RPF
was now assembling and preparingto march on Kigali. Therefore, the meager
and badly supplied UN forces were confrontedby two wars: the Rwandangovernment's terrorcampaign against its "enemies"and the brewing civil war between the government and RPF.
Back in New York, the Security Council had to decide quickly about both
the futureof UNAMIR and the UN's response to the growing violence. The Security Council was in almost constant session, meeting sometimes twice daily
and long into the night. As I watched and participatedin the debate over the Security Council's response during this critical period, I (and others aroundme)
came to believe that the only responsible decision was to reduce UNAMIR's
presence and mandate.Three factors, in my view, were most importantfor producing this consensus.
First, the Secretariat,namely Boutros Boutros-Ghali's office and DPKO,
gave an impression of distance and aloofness from the emerging tragedy, which
only reinforced the disinclination among many member states in the Security
Council to propose a greaterrole for UNAMIR.1During these first days of the
crisis, one of my responsibilities was to meet with officials at DPKO to try and
ascertain their thoughts on UNAMIR's future and on how the UN ought to respond. In doing so, I became increasingly alarmedby their "business-as-usual"
approach.Few who I encountereddisplayedmuch urgency. Two other incidents
also contributedto my view of a Secretariatthat was not up to the task. During
a meeting between DPKO and representativesof the memberstates contributing
troops to UNAMIR, the latter bitterly complained that they were unable to receive any informationon the whereaboutsor safety of their troops-or even to
get DPKO to returntheir phone calls. As they walked out of the meeting, many
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of those representativesgrumbledthat they could not affordto place the lives of
their people in the hands of a cavalier UN. One story making the roundswas that
a member of the Secretariatsaid that the UN need not be overly concerned with
their troops since "they are not our boys." In the UN's world, according to the
delegate who told me the story, jeeps are more valuable than people. Although
I cannot say thatthe incident ever occurred,it sounded plausible to me and, more
important,very plausible to others.
Boutros-Ghali also emanated indecision to the point of paralysis, if not
complacency. He happenedto be in Europe in early April and opted to stay there
ratherthan returnto New York. This decision, in my view at the time, reflected
a disturbingly distant stance from the unfolding tragedy and demonstrated a
troubling abdication of responsibility and leadership. A more distressing episode concerneda reportedconversationbetween him andBelgium's formerForeign Minister Willy Claes. With ten peacekeepers already dead and its remaining soldiers at risk, the Belgian government was debating whetherto withdraw
its troops. Claes called Boutros-Ghalito ascertainthe Secretariat'sthinking and
how Belgium's decision might affect the future of UNAMIR. According to an
authoritative source, despite the urgency of the situation Boutros-Ghali responded by saying that he would "get back to him in four or five days."
Most consequential,however, was the failure of the Secretariatto offer any
options to the Security Council regardingthe future of UNAMIR. The Secretariat, throughits recommendationsand reports, shapes the Security Council's deliberations and potentially its decisions. The Secretariat'sagenda-settinginfluence was potentially enhanced in this instance because few, if any, member
states had independentsources of information,and they thereforerelied heavily
on the Secretariat for intelligence and policy recommendations regarding
UNAMIR's future. Yet the Secretariat's reports were evasive and noncommittal. My overall impression, shared by others on the Security Council, was that
the Secretariatwas "notup to the task"of crisis management,being either overwhelmed or insensitive to the dead peacekeepers and the escalating violence. At
that moment, I became convinced thatthe Secretariatshould not be given the responsibility of commandingtroops in dangerous situationsand thatUNAMIR's
size and responsibility needed to be reduced.
A second reason for the consensus to reduce UNAMIR's role was that no
country was willing to contribute its troops for an expanded operation or mandate. Although there was a brief discussion concerning the possibility of
UNAMIR's interveningto halt the escalating bloodshed and to protect the civilian populations, I was (and still am) unawareof a single member state who offered their troops for such an operation. Consequently, those on the Security
Council, largely the nonpermanentmembers, who were arguingfor an intervention force had little ammunition:the Secretariat,who would be responsible for
carrying out the mandate,was silent, and silence was widely interpretedas disapproval. No troop contributors were volunteering for an expanded force. Indeed, soon afterthe deathof its soldiers,Belgium, which representedthe backbone
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of UNAMIR, announced its immediate withdrawal, and no state offered replacements.
Third,with UNAMIR's mandateto oversee the ArushaAccords effectively
over, with no country willing to send its troops into an increasingly chaotic environment, and with access to the airportincreasingly precarious,the Security
Council had to protectits peacekeepersand the UN's reputation.This was a line
most forcefully argued by the United States; it and others consistently argued
that the Security Council had a duty and obligation to protect the lives of the
peacekeepers and that the failure to do so would make it harderto obtain troops
for future operations and, perhaps, furtherthe decline in the UN's reputation.
Although the Security Council was divided over the extent and timing of the
drawdown, there was a general recognition that peacekeepers, unprotectedand
exposed, could do little good and much harm both to themselves and the UN's
reputationand future. I fully shared and supportedthis view. After nearly two
weeks of endless and circulardebate, on April 21 the Security Council decided
to withdrawthe bulk of UNAMIR and to leave in place a skeletal force to assist
the valiant, but ultimately unsuccessful, efforts of UN Force CommanderGeneral Romeo Dallaire to fashion a cease-fire agreementbetween the RPF and the
government.
No sooner had the Security Council voted to reduce UNAMIR's presence
than it and Boutros-Ghali revisited whether and how the UN might respond to
confront the increasingly evident genocide. Boutros-Ghalinow began to take a
visible lead, using his bully pulpit to formulateoptions and to urge the Security
Council and the member states to respond vigorously to the continuing massacres. The Security Council, highly embarrassed that its only answer to the
bloodshed was a reductionof UNAMIR, began to debate the possibility of an interventionforce. But there were no volunteersfor such a force. It seemed thatthe
daily reports of carnage and brutalityonly contributedto the belief that it was
highly improbablethat a modest-sized outside force could halt the terror,andno
member state was enthusiastic about sending its troops into such chaos.
When the Secretariatfinally unveiled its long-awaited plan in late April, it
was greeted with considerable enthusiasm by the Security Council, although
more because it createdan image of a UN thatwas poised for action thanbecause
the plan was likely to contribute to ending the genocide. Simply put, this proposal was merely symbolic andhighly impractical:it proposedto dispatch5,000
troops to Kigali, ackriowledged that these troops might not be located for
months (if ever), and confessed that it had no real idea what they would do once
they arrived. The United States rightly criticized the plan as little more than
smoke and demandedthat the Secretariatand others on the Security Council design a realistic proposalratherthanconstructinga Potemkinvillage. The United
States also circulated its own suggestions for protecting and providing relief to
the growing numberof refugees. Because the United States objected to this initial proposal, the United States was widely portrayedin the media as representing the sole obstacle to military interventionby the U.N. But the U.S. position, in my view, only blocked the adoption of a proposal that was designed to
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save face for the Security Council and diverted energy away from alternatives
that might actually have helped those on the ground.
No internationalactionwould be takenuntillate June,when a UN-authorized
Frenchoperationwent to southernRwandato protectthe refugees. The Security
Council was unenthusiastic about France's proposed intervention. France had
long-standing ties to the very Hutu military that was now accused of genocide,
and the Security Council feared that France would use the pretext of a humanitarian intervention to intervene on behalf of its Hutu allies. But the Security
Council set aside these concerns and reluctantlyapprovedwhat was its only real
option, by a vote of ten in favor and five abstentions.Soon thereafter,the United
States and other countries contributedhumanitarianassistance (although outside the UN umbrella)to try and alleviate the suffering of an estimated 2 million
refugees. And in the fall of 1994, UNAMIR returnedto Kigali in greaternumbers, long after the RPF had capturedthe country,between 500,000 and 800,000
people had perished, and 2 million had become refugees.
I left the U.S. Mission in June 1994 and returnedto academic life. As I beto
gan write on UN peacekeeping and its future,I highlighted the policy implications of Rwanda and other peacekeeping operations. Most of the lessons I
drew derivedfrom the need to protectthe UN's resourcesand to betterdefine the
limit and scope of futureUN operations in orderto salvage its reputationand to
ensure the continuationof the memberstates' support.Although troubledby the
Security Council's failure to take even the most minimal steps to alleviate the
suffering in Rwanda, I justified the lack of action by arguingthat anything short
of a massive and dramaticinterventionwould not have stopped the genocide, no
states were offering troops for such a campaign, and another "loss" after Somalia would jeopardize the UN's future. Such horrorsexisted and would continue to exist, I told myself and others, and the UN could not be expected to intervene wherever danger and bloodshed occurred.
In April 1995, I was watching a television special commemoratingthe first
anniversaryof the genocide of Rwanda. The narratoremphatically contrasted
the genocide and the refugee crisis with the minimal efforts of the international
community.My first response was my standardline: therehad been no effective
basis for UN intervention,andthe Security Council had a responsibility not only
to Rwanda but also to the UN and its peacekeepers. Upon further reflection,
however, I began to question why I, along with so many others in the Security
Council and the Secretariat,had so quickly concluded that the needs of the UN
overrodethe needs of those who were the targetsof genocide. Why, for instance,
had neitherthe Secretariatnor any memberstate vigorously petitioned the Security Council to assemble an intervention force? Why were most member states
apparentlymore exercised by the need to restrainthe UN from any furtherinvolvement thanthey were by the need to dispatchassistance?How did the desire
to protectthe UN's reputationbecome a justification for not intervening?Raising such questions led me to pose the reason for inaction in a more brutalmanner:the UN had more to lose by taking action and being associated with another
failurethanit did by not takingaction and allowing the genocide in Rwanda.The
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moral equation was: genocide was acceptable if the alternativewas to harmthe
future of the UN.
The Bureaucratization of Indifference
I am increasingly drawn to the conclusion that the bureaucratizationof
peacekeeping contributedto this indifference to the suffering of the very people
peacekeeping is mandatedto assist. As I, for one, more closely identified with
the United States and the UN, I found it easier to remain indifferentto the occasional evil in deference to their "interests."There is, in my experience, an intimate connection between the discourse of acting in the best interests of the international community, the bureaucratization of peacekeeping, and the
productionof indifference.2
The traditionalview offeredby internationalrelations scholarsis thatstates
pursue their "securityinterests,"and thus no matterhow grieved memberstates
were by the genocide in Rwanda, they were unwilling to commit money and
manpowerto any operationbecause it remainedoutside their "interests."This is
partof the answer, but it does not adequatelycapturethe dynamics of the Security Council's debate over Rwanda, nor explain why the Security Council agonized over its decision, nor why I and others were adamantthat the UN's reputation was part of the moral calculus. What is missing from the traditional
approachis an understandingof how the decision not to halt the genocide came
to be understood and defined as ethical and moral.
Michael Herzfeld's The Social Production of Indifference: Exploring the
Symbolic Roots of Western Bureaucracy (1993) offers a conceptual apparatus

that I find useful for thinkingaboutthese issues. Herzfeld opens with a succinct
concern: "How and why can political entities that celebrate the rights of individuals and small groups so often seem cruelly selective in applying those
rights?"(1993: 1). How is it possible, asks Herzfeld, for Westernbureaucracies,
which are supposedly rooted in a democraticcontext, to be so unaccountableto,
and to demonstratesuch little concern for, those they represent?Why, he continues, do citizens of a democraticsociety come to accept, if not expect, such arrangements?While I cannotdo justice to the complexity of Herzfeld's provocative argument, he offers five observations that inform my discussion of the
relationship between peacekeeping and indifference.
First, state bureaucraciesare not only instrumentsof domination, but are
also symbolic markersof boundariesbetween "peoples" and are expressive of
the societies that producedthose bureaucracies.As symbolic instrumentsof the
nation-state, bureaucraciesdistinguish citizens from noncitizens, separate the
"communityof believers"from the "communityof apostates,"and articulatethe
criteriathat define who belongs and who does not.
Second, identity is linked to the productionof difference and indifference.
Bureaucracies are constitutive of the identity of the community, differentiate
between members and nonmembersof the community, and are expected to attend to members while ignoringnonmembers."Compactlyexpressed ... indifference is a rejectionof those who are different"(Herzfeld 1993:33). The identity
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of the bureaucracy, in other words, represents the emotional and cognitive
mechanism for producingexclusion and apathy.Bureaucratsuse identity to determine who will receive their attention and who will not, and for national bureaucracies, the most straightforwardmarkeris citizenship.
Third,bureaucracieswill selectively apply rights even among the members
of the community. It is not the case that all members of society are treated
equally or receive the same privileges; some are more equal than others. Privileged status cannot be reduced to economic and political power, for it depends
as well on identity criteria such as race, religion, and gender.
Fourth, bureaucratsexhibit selective attention because they identify not
only with their fellow citizens but also with their bureaucracy.Bureaucrats,in
this respect, have something of a dual identity: as members of a particularnational community they draw symbolic boundaries between themselves and
those outside the national state, and as members of a bureaucracy,they draw
boundaries between the bureaucracyand society. Simply stated, bureaucrats
will often privilege the needs of, and take their identity from, the bureaucracy
ratherthan the society that they ostensibly represent.
Fifth, a final reason for bureaucraticindifference is thatbureaucratspursue
not only a bureaucraticagendabut also a personalone. Following Herzfeld, successful bureaucratsmay be cynically defined as those who are able to manipulate the bureaucraticcultureto achieve theirpersonal goals; thatis, they twist the
language and rules of the bureaucracyto make it appearas if they are following
the societal or bureaucraticinterests when, in fact, they are pursuingtheir own.
How is it that society and even bureaucratsthemselves cope with and explain their indifference? To addressthis issue, Herzfeld deploys the concept of
secular theodicy, building on Max Weber's concept of religious theodicy.
Briefly, Weber was interested in how religious systems account, in Herzfeld's
words, for the "persistenceof evil in a divinely ordered world" (Herzfeld 1993:
5). Weber observed that the "legitimationof every distinctively ethical prophecy has always requiredthe notion of a god characterizedby attributesthat set
him sublimely above the world" (Weber 1963:138). The more a religion holds
to a conception of a transcendentaldeity, however, the greateris the problemof
how to reconcile the "problemof the extraordinarypower of such a god ... with
the imperfection of the world that he has created and rules over" (Weber 1963:
138-139). Different religions have offered different responses that allow them
to maintain their belief in these transcendentalprinciples, notwithstandingthe
existence of the occasional evil. Such responses constitute "theodicy,"as Herzfeld uses the term.
Herzfeld transportsthe concept of theodicy from the religious to the secular
domain of "Western"nation-states, suggesting that (1) these states exhibit a
secular transcendentalismboundup with the nation; (2) individuals who arepart
of the nation-statemust cope with evils committed and ignored by the state's bureaucracythat potentially call into question the nation's transcendentalvalues;
and (3) theodicy serves the pragmaticgoal of providing "people with the social
means of coping with disappointment"(1993:7). Both religious and secular
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theodicy, therefore,derive from the "principleof the elect as an exclusive community, whose members' individual sins cannot underminethe ultimateperfection of the ideal in which they all share"(1993:10), and both exhibit their own
forms of theodicy as a way of "proppingup belief in a flawed world"(1993:7).
Herzfeld argues that Western societies and their bureaucratsexplain the
presence of evil, and even justify their own indifference, with reference to abstractmoralprinciples associated primarilywith theirrespective nation and secondarily with democracy. The citizens of these states are able to excuse acts of
repressionand accept daily bureaucraticindifference by maintaininga continuous belief in the transcendentalpurpose of their nation-state.Such faith, notes
Herzfeld, "permitsgenocide and intracommunalkillings, to be sure, but it also
perpetuates the pettier and less sensational versions of the same logic"
(1993:33). Indifference is excused and explained by members of society because of the operationof secular theodicy.
The very bureaucratswho are often responsible for dispensing such disappointments also exhibit secular theodicy. Bureaucratsare notorious for buckpassing, invoking bureaucraticrules as limits on their autonomy and responsibility, and authoringand authorizingvarious laws that seem far from the values
that define the community. But bureaucraticindifference is almost never paradedas such. Rather,the bureaucrat,who is a representativeof the collectivity,
dismisses the needs of the individual and excuses the particularinstance of indifference by referringto the sanctity of the transcendental.Sometimes bureaucrats will feign concern but will use the veil of transcendentalismand the common good to camouflage their unwillingness to act; they would do something or
interveneif they could, bureaucratswill insincerely profess, but they must obey
the rules of the organizationthat are designed to foster the common good even
if it allows for the occasional injustice. But not all such appeals by bureaucrats
to the transcendentalare strategic. References to the transcendentalalso enable
bureaucratsto live with themselves while acting indifferentand permitting injustices. To be a servant of the state that espouses transcendentalvalues while
following bureaucraticrules means that disappointments are delivered on a
daily basis and the occasional sin is excused, ignored,orjustified with reference
to abstractmoral principles. A secular theodicy, in other words, displays itself.
As representativesof the common good, bureaucratscan remaincomfortablyindifferent to the individual under the cloak of community, and the existence of
transcendentalprinciples is not underminedby what they witness or dispense.
Such indifferenceis a testimony to the dominance of the interestsof the organization over those of the individual, a testimony to the primacy of the transcendental over the particular.In general, the notion that actions occur with reference to, and are embedded within, a community context allows bureaucratsand
other membersof society to accept disappointments,if not evil.
There are important differences between national and international bureaucracies,such as the UN, but the comparisonbetween nationalbureaucracies
and the UN is apt for three reasons. First, both the national and international
communityare invested with transcendentalprinciplesby theirmembers;where
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Herzfeld looks to the nation-state, I look to the international community. Indeed, UN officials, accordingto David Rieff (1996:20), often talk aboutthe UN
as if it were a church,suggesting thatthey are guardiansof a religion whose tenets are transcendental.Second, the UN is founded on the "principleof identity"
and the existence of a "community,whose members' individual sins cannot undermine the ultimate perfection of the ideal that they all share" (Herzfeld
1993:10). The UN symbolically defines who is and is not part of the "international community," selectively applies the rights of the community among its
members, and produces difference and indifference by differentiatingmembers
of the community from nonmembers. Third, UN officials and member states
identify with and protectthe UN's interests and reputation,strategicallyand sincerely evoke the discourse of the transcendentalwhile ignoring the plights of the
individual, and express their own brand of indifference and secular theodicy.
These three observations provide the starting point for revisiting the Security
Council's debates on Rwanda.
A complex and contested featureof the UN is the definition of its constituency, thatis, of the "internationalcommunity."In the history of the UN, the "internationalcommunity,"andconcomitantlythe UN's constituency, has been defined in three often contradictory, yet often conflated, ways: in terms of
individual persons, in terms of collective "peoples" (largely defined according
to identity-based categories of nationality, ethnicity, or even gender), and in
terms of sovereign states. The UN charterdeclares that it is accountableto individuals and peoples who have universal rights that are before and beyond the
state. Consistent with this, throughoutits 50-year history, the UN has claimed
both that it represents the peoples of the world and that there exist universal
rights and principles that defy state boundaries.At the same time, however, the
UN Charteralso observes thata guiding principleof internationalsociety is state
sovereignty and the principleof noninterference.The UN is an intergovernmental organization, its membershipis limited to states, only states are part of the
General Assembly and the Security Council, and states alone determineits policies. Throughout its history, the UN has generally promoted and honored the
principle of sovereignty, which has meant that any tension over the UN's constituency-that is, who constitutes the international community-has most
often been resolved in favor of states and against individuals and peoples. This
is evident in the UN's peacekeeping operations during the Cold War. The first
peacekeeping forces and militaryobserver missions were introducedin the context of decolonization. Decolonization potentially unleashed a Pandora'sbox of
explosive questions concerning the relationship between the state and the nation, and peacekeeping operationsand observer missions were designed and deployed with an eye to the politics of territorial restraint and juridical sovereignty. Reflecting a GeneralAssembly that insisted on bracketingthe domestic
and honoring sovereignty, these UN operationsdid not concern themselves with
human rights, ethnic conflict, or humanitarianmissions. Throughoutthe Cold
War, the UN favored the security of states over the security of peoples and individuals.
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As policymakers and scholars began to imagine the post-Cold War order,
they, first, used the UN as a vehicle to contemplate a global order founded on
non-threat-basedprinciples, and, second, began to reconsiderthe UN's promise
and possible contribution to global security. This debate over the post-Cold
Warorderalso involved a reconsiderationof the concept of "internationalsecurity." During the Cold War, the UN reflected and expressed a statist definition
of "internationalsecurity"thatfocused almost exclusively on interstateconflict.
The end of the Cold War, however, unleashed a spiraling number of proposals
and statements that called for shifting the definition of "internationalsecurity"
away from states and toward individuals and peoples. Those in and aroundthe
UN increasingly voiced the concept of "humansecurity"in various guises, suggesting that what matters is the security of peoples and individuals and not
states, that states are often a source of insecurityratherthanprotection, and that
domestic ratherthaninterstateconflict is a greaterthreatto most individuals' security in today's world. Boutros-Ghali,for instance, would frequentlystress the
"human"foundations of security, arguing that the UN must be as concerned
with the security of peoples and individuals as it is with the security of states.
Tied to these questions of "whose security" was a reconsideration of the
working definition of the internationalcommunity, which resuscitated the tension between the community as defined by sovereign states and the community
as defined by peoples and individuals. When the UN and memberstates focused
on state security and interstate conflict, it generally reflected and forwarded a
definition of the internationalcommunity that was defined by and limited to
sovereign states. But beginning in the mid-1980s and accelerating after the end
of the Cold War in the face of the new security challenges, the working definition of the internationalcommunity was expanded to more fully include individuals and identity-based groups residing within states. UN officials increasingly sounded the view that the UN's constituency was not only states but also
the citizens of these states. There was, if you will, a shift of representation,as
various statementsfrom the Secretariatandthe Security Council offered thatthe
UN was to protectnot only the communityof states but also individuals and peoples.
Peacekeeping operations reflect the UN's growing prominence in global
affairs, the reconsiderationof the definition of security, and the debate over the
UN's constituency and working definition of the internationalcommunity. To
begin with, the UN's post-Cold War popularitytranslatedinto an explosion of
peacekeeping operations. There were just 11 operations between 1956 and
1988, and no new operation was authorizedbetween 1978 and 1988. Between
1988 and 1995, by contrast,the Security Council authorized24 new operations.
The UN was anxious to prove its promise, andthe permanentmembersof the Security Council, who now found the UN to be a useful place to dump intractable
conflicts, encouraged that sentiment. These and other factors contributedto an
explosion of peacekeeping operations.
Perhaps more impressive than the growing numbers were the ambitious
tasks assigned to these "second-generation" peacekeeping operations that
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reflected a changing definition of security. Prior to 1988, peacekeeping concerned interpositioning lightly-armed UN troops between two states that had
agreed to a cease-fire. Peacekeepers were now being deployed not to monitor a
cease-fire between two states but to promotedomestic conflict resolution and to
facilitate the post-conflict process of "nation-building";soon the UN was running elections, creatingnew police forces, repatriatingrefugees, and overseeing
the demobilization of armies and the reintegrationof deeply divided societies.
"OperationProvide Comfort,"the UN's assistance to the Kurdsof Iraq,inaugurateda new chapterin humanitarianintervention,and crises in Somalia and Bosnia stirredfurthermovement in this direction. Many UN officials with whom I
spoke recalled a sense of excitement and exhilaration during these first
post-Cold War days; not only were they unshackled from the Cold War, but
their activism was directed at helping people rather than states. "There are
greater rewards,"recalled one official with whom I spoke at the time, "from
helping the victims of political turmoil than its instigators."While some member states feared that the UN was now treadingon state sovereignty, other member states and UN officials championed this more ambitious agenda and cosmopolitan outlook that suggested a UN that was on the verge of fulfilling its initial
but long-delayed promise.
As the UN became increasingly concerned with human security, however,
it continued to operate in state-centric terms:human security most often meant
"saving failed states."For many member states and UN officials, "democratic"
states became the type most worthy of emulation. States thatconducted periodic
elections, had a competitive partysystem, andhad legal guaranteesof press freedom were identified as "democratic"and were accordedlegitimacy and prestige
by many member states and UN officials. Democracy so defined was equated
with being "civilized" and was said to be a foundationof "peace"and"security."
That "democraticstates do not go to war with one another"became a cliche for
many member states and UN officials, and Boutros-Ghali himself stated that
"democratic"states are more legitimate than others and are less likely to have
domestic conflicts or become embroiled in regional wars (1995). It should come
as no surprise,then, thatUN officials were busily forwardingnumerousproposals thatconcernedhow the UN might help expand the numberof "democracies."
In sum, being a "democracy"came to define full membershipin "the elect" of
the UN's "internationalcommunity."
Most of the post-Cold Warpeacekeeping operationshave been a direct extension of the view that domestic stability in general and democracy in particular are related to internationalorder and define membershipin the international
community. The operations in Namibia (UNTAG), Cambodia (UNTAC), El
Salvador (ONUSAL), and Haiti (UNMIH), for instance, aspired to end civil
wars and to forward democracy. Indeed, as the UN looked to end an operation
it deployed the symbol of a "free and fair"election. Few genuinely believed that
one election at the end of a peacekeepingoperationwas enough to institutionalize
"democratic"practices,but the ritualof the election symbolizedhow peacekeeping
operationswere to help rehabilitatefallen membersof the internationalcommunity.
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This highly ambitious and increasingly crowded security agenda overwhelmed a bureaucraticallyand organizationally underequippedUN. The first
formal statement by the Secretariatconcerning the future of the UN was Boutros-Ghali's An Agendafor Peace, undertakenin 1992 at the request of the Security Council in response to the growing numberof peacekeeping operations
and security issues being handedthe Security Council. An Agendafor Peace was
soon followed by numerousreports,including those by the Clinton administration and the ContactGroupon Peacekeeping Reform at the UN. The UN also undertook various reformsthatwere designed to rationalize and expand its activities, including an enlargement and reorganization of the Department of
Peacekeeping Operations;the establishment of a Departmentof Humanitarian
Affairs and ElectoralAssistance Unit; and the creation of standbyarrangements
for military forces. These reforms and developments were absolutely essential
if an antiquatedand inefficient organization was to meet the challenges of the
day and to carry out its mandatedresponsibilities.
This bureaucratizationalso encouraged member states and the Secretariat
to develop a vested interestin peacekeeping and the UN. Some UN andmember
state bureaucratschampionedUN operations because they benefited materially
from their involvement in UN operations. But many also believed that
peacekeeping representedan importantinstrumentfor interstateand intrastate
conflict resolution, and came to identify with the idea of the UN as transcending
power politics. The common denominatorwas an identification with the UN's
interests and future. The UN now had a constituency.
The bureaucratizationof peacekeeping also impactedon the UN's decision
making aboutthese operations.Whereasin the early 1990s, it seemed thatno operation was too small, large, or complex for the UN's attention, by the fall of
1993, many memberstate andUN officials arguedthatthe UN was stretchedtoo
thin and was increasingly ineffective; it was time, they said, to exhibit greater
self-restraint.This sobriety was driven in partby the "failures"of Somalia and
Bosnia, and the Security Council now began to develop criteria for deciding
whetherto approveor extend a peacekeeping operation.These includedwhether
(1) there was a genuine threatto peace and security; (2) regional or subregional
organizationscould assist in resolving the situation; (3) a cease-fire existed and
the parties had committed themselves to a peace process; (4) a clear political
goal existed and was present in the proposed mandate; (5) a precise mandate
could be formulated;and (6) the safety of UN personnel could be reasonablyassured (UN 1994a). In short, with bureaucratizationcame rationalization.
The emergence of these criteria contributedto the productionof indifference. Much discussion at the UN revolved aroundhow to betterpublicize "success stories," how to portrayso-called failures as successes (or at least to demonstratethatthe UN was not to blame), how to promote greatersensitivity to the
conditions underwhich peacekeeping was likely to be effective, and how to ensure that the UN was not saddled with operations that had little chance of success. There was an importantshift in the discourse of peacekeeping, as officials
in and around the UN took greater care to protect the organization's interests,
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reputation, and future. The desire by UN officials and member states to pick
winners and to avoid failures meant thatthe UN was as interested in its own security as it was in human security.
The concern for the UN's reputationand interests affected the selection of
operations. To begin with, the desire to identify the conditions under which
peacekeeping was effective meant that it was less likely to be deployed during
instances of humanitariancrises or severe domestic turmoil. Perhapsthe first instance in which the needs of the organizationwere explicitly cited and used to
justify inaction was the Security Council's decision not to intervene in Burundi
in October 1993, when nearly 100,000 persons died in ethnic violence. Living
in the immediate shadows of Somalia and President Clinton's 1993 address to
the General Assembly in which he challenged the Security Council to just say
no, many members of the Security Council argued against intervention on the
grounds that there was "no peace to keep" and that the UN needed to avoid obvious quagmires. Many UN officials and delegates breathed a sigh of relief
when the Security Council opted to abstain from the conflict, whispering that
the UN had to conserve its energies for "winners."The decision not to intervene
in Burundisymbolized a shifting sentimentat the UN concerning the feasibility
and desirability of humanitarianintervention.Those who opposed intervention
contended that such crises are a by-productof wars, wars are defined by instability, and a modicum of stability is a preconditionfor effective peacekeeping.
The UN could only be effective when there was a "peace to keep."
Moreover, whereas once the Security Council and the Secretariatroutinely
noted that they had a responsibility to help those who could not help themselves,
they were now suggesting that they could only help those who were willing to
help themselves. The same UN officials who once had forcefully arguedfor the
need to protectwar's victims were now defending their inaction in Bosnia on the
grounds of preserving the UN's neutralityand impartiality.The language that
began to creep into nearly all Security Council statementswas that an operation
was justified only so long as the partiesof the conflict demonstrateda resolve to
work towardpolitical progress; the Security Council, for instance, emphasized
how "the people of Somalia bear the ultimate responsibility for achieving national reconciliation and for rebuilding their country" (UN 1994b). But who
were the "people" of Somalia? of Bosnia? of Rwanda? By and large, "the people" no longer meant the victims of violence but those who controlled the means
of violence. The UN was stepping away from its initial post-Cold War concern
for human security and returningto the traditionaltenets of peacekeeping that
stressed the need for stability as a preconditionof deployment and the focus on
state security. This shift, according to many, was defensible on the grounds that
the UN could only help those who were willing to help themselves, and that it
was absolutely necessary to protect the UN's reputationand future.
The siren of secular theodicy was detectable in these developments. Many
at the UN appealed to the interests of the UN, representedas a symbol of both
the international community and universal human rights, to reconcile the uncomfortable tension between the transcendentaland their reluctance to act.
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While the UN was still committed to the same transcendentalvalues, they argued, the conditions under which it would henceforth become involved in attempting to secure andpromotethose values had been justifiably tightened. The
secular and politically expedient decisions that were being offered in place of
action were clothed in universalism and the need to protect the international
community's defining organization. The occasional evil could be tolerated so
long as it did not damage the greatercollective good. These developments and
this discourse imprintedthe Security Council's debate over its response to the
violence in Rwandain April 1994.
A Return to Rwanda
Member states could not simply and silently watch the unfolding genocide
from the sanctuaryof the Security Council. Rather,as "agents"of the "international community,"they had to negotiate the fluid and contestedrelationshipbetween their respective "nationalinterests"and the "internationalcommunity."
States serve on the SecurityCouncil and thus representstate interests.Delegates
are, after all, citizens of their states and representatives of their governments,
from which they receive their instructions.What mattersto these states are national interests. Yet what are these "nationalinterests,"and are these "national
interests" inconsistent with the concerns of the "internationalcommunity"?I
noted earlier that, from my bureaucraticposition, I learned an interpretationof
the "U.S. nationalinterest"that supporteda more prominentrole for the UN and
involvement in activities that were not directly connected to traditionalunderstandings or core definitions of national security. Although there were numerous occasions when events that exercised the Secretariatremainedoutside my
conception of what should animateand involve the United States, over time my
understandingof U.S. interests became more fully connected to the UN and its
operations. "Working"these UN issues had shaped my definition of U.S. interests, and my learninga definition of U.S. interestshad shapedmy supportfor the
UN.
My experiences and observations thus suggest that members of the Security Council view themselves not simply as handmaidensof states but also as
representativesof the internationalcommunity. What is the "internationalcommunity" and what are its interests? Earlier, I argued that there has been a continuous, although varying, degree of tension between the notion of the international community as comprised of sovereign states and the international
community as comprisedof peoples and individuals. One of my observationsof
the workings of the Security Council was that while its members pursue their
state (or "national")interests, there also is a strong hint of cosmopolitanism in
their language and movements. For instance, the Security Council's documents
refer to itself as a representativeof the internationalcommunity.While it is easy
to dismiss such languageas diplomatic blather,states take such blatherseriously
and oftentimes shift their policies accordingly. The Security Council is not
alone in presenting itself as the representativeof the internationalcommunity
and as responsible for protecting its interests; other actors-notably the media,
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nongovernmentalhuman rights groups, and other states who are not on the Security Council-also identify the Security Council in this manner. During the
debate over Rwanda,those in the Security Council referredto themselves as the
"internationalcommunity," and when the meeting adjourned,the president of
the Security Council greeted reporterswho asked if the "internationalcommunity" had formulated a policy.
In general, the existence of the UN and the participationby member states
in the Security Council remind member states that they should avoid starkly
self-interested strategies and pursue more enlightened policies that reflect a
sense of cosmopolitanism. Interstatecooperation at the UN, therefore, is not
merely a technical feat but is also, as Durkheimmight suggest, a connection to
a moral order (Zabusky 1995:23, 113). Throughtheir discourse and practices,
member states not only addressparticularproblemsbut also connect themselves
and their activities to a set of transcendentalvalues.
Throughout the Security Council debates, there was a tension between,
first, state interests and the obligations to the internationalcommunity, and, second, the competing demands on the Security Council that derived from its responsibilities to the UN and the Rwandans. While pained by the unfolding
bloodshed, memberstates did not view theirinterests as suitably engaged to justify the involvement of their own troops for a risky intervention. Rwanda was
outside most states' understandingof their"nationalinterests,"at least to the extent that they were willing to sacrifice their troops for such a cause. For most
members on the Security Council, and particularlyfor the permanentmembers,
Rwanda was distant from any strategic considerations. Since this was an intraratherthan an interstateconflict, whetherthis crisis constituted a threatto international security was also an uncertainand contested point. Still, no state represented its unwillingness to get involved as a matter of strategic calculations;
rather,member states couched their reluctancein terms of the needs of the UN.
The United States, for instance, arguedthatthe Security Council's overriding responsibility was to its peacekeepers, and if there were more fatalities the
consequences would be more criticism of, and a dimmer future for, the UN. To
furthersupport its case for withdrawal, the United States employed the previously discussed six criteriafor whetherthe Security Council should approve or
extend an operation. Although these criteriawere not formally adopted by the
Council until early May, they had become widely accepted informally during
the previous several months. Consequently, the United States was able to argue
persuasively thatby the Security Council's own criteria,which were intendedto
rationalize and formalize its debates and decisions, UNAMIR had no business
being in Rwanda.UNAMIR's immediatewithdrawalwas in the best interests of
the UN.
The Clinton administration'sstance was also designed to protect itself and
the UN from a hostile U.S. Congress. Duringthe earlierdebate over the mandate
extension in late March,the United States advocatedreducingUNAMIR to send
a strong signal to both the Rwandan government that it needed to establish a
transitional government, and to Congress, which had declared open season on
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the UN, that the administrationcould be tough on peacekeeping operations.
Such displays of "toughness,"suggested one administrationofficial at the time,
would benefit the UN because the administrationwould bettershield it from further congressional attacks. "Tough love," he offered.
Two points bear emphasizing. First, to make the case for intervention required connecting such action to interests. Yet the language of interests is
largely the languageof states, and state interests were hardlyengaged by the unfolding tragedy in Rwanda. Indeed, member states and members of the U.S.
Mission framedany prospective interventionin the language of obligation. I, for
one, viewed the violence as tragic but could not make the necessary strategic
link to justify the deployment of U.S. troops. Simply put, Rwandaactivated the
language of obligationratherthan interests,but to expect andjustify the possible
sacrifice of one's troopsgenerally demandsa connection to the language of state
interests ratherthan of internationalobligations. Second, those member states
who opposed interventionfor self-interested reasons were reluctantto publicly
display such calculations; much more morally palatable and defensible was the
argumentthat the Security Council had an obligation and interestto protect its
peacekeepers, and, relatedly, the future of the UN. Moral oratory draped selfinterested actions. Indifference was presentable through the appeal to the transcendental.
Some nonpermanent members of the Security Council, however, demanded robust action to protect civilians, couching their argumentsin terms of
the "internationalcommunity," referring thereby to a moral order that transcended state boundaries. But at the time, I feared that such language was designed to lure the United States into doing the work of and for the "international
community." Over the course of the year, I became increasingly frustratedby
the fact that when a humanitariannightmareunfolded somewhere in the world,
the world looked to the UN, and then the UN looked to the United States. Accordingly, I was suspicious that when other states evoked the "international
community,"they were, in fact, pointing to the United States. New Zealandand
Czechoslovakia, whom I often referredto as the "conscience of the Council" in
both derision and admiration,supportedrobust action by the UN and were critical of those memberswho resisted intervention.While they were arguingfor action, however, they were not volunteering theirown troopsand were insinuating
that the United States should take the lead. As some of us at the U.S. Mission
joked about otherproposed and existing UN operations, the internationalcommunity seemed willing to fight down to the last U.S. citizen. The rhetoricof the
internationalcommunity, then, became something to fear and reinforcedmy defense of U.S. interests. In general, memberstates used the languageof the international community and the defense of the UN to hide their own unwillingness
to get involved and sometimes to implicate others.
Where was the Secretariatduringthese discussions? Earlier,I noted that its
comments were limited to sketchy and noncommittal appraisals,failing to offer
any concrete recommendationsand thus forfeiting its agenda-settingpowers. At
the time, I attributedits lack of direction to "not being up to the task" of crisis
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management. Yet a highly authoritativeand exhaustive reporton Rwanda suggests not amateurbut instrumentaland strategicbehavior (Adelman and Suhrke
1996). During the first, highly critical days after Habyarimana'sdeath, the Secretariatwas receiving concrete recommendationsfrom its Force Commander,
General Romeo Dallaire, who was cautiously optimistic that a limited military
intervention could halt the bloodshed. The Secretariat,however, did not communicate UNAMIR's recommendations to the Security Council. I can only
speculate as to why the Secretariatfailed to do so, but one very real possibility
is that it feared becoming embroiled in a conflict that spelled failure. While the
motives are unknown, the consequences of the Secretariat's noncommittal
stance are more certain:its failure to offer any recommendationsor to hint that
an intervention had any possibility of success played directly into the hands of
those in the Security Council who demanded UNAMIR's immediate withdrawal. Member states were not the only ones who could hide their agenda.
There was a second reason why these meetings were so volatile: as representatives of the internationalcommunity,memberstates were having to choose
between their responsibility to the Rwandansand to the UN. This tension, which
was a central and underlying featureof the debate, slowly gravitatedtoward the
view that, however tragic for the Rwandans, the only responsible and feasible
option was to withdrawUNAMIR. To place peacekeepers in harm's way would
not only betray a singular responsibility of the Security Council but potentially
lead to a furtherdeteriorationin the UN's stature.In the shadow of Somalia and
in the midst of the drama of Bosnia, there was little doubt that a failure in
Rwanda would translate into even greater trouble for the UN. The Security
Council's reluctance to act, in this view, was morally defensible because it protected the internationalcommunity's organization.
Elevating the survival of the UN over the Rwandanswas facilitated by two
additional factors. First, those who were responsible for and oversaw Rwanda
(and other operations) were "experts"in the same way that I was an expert on
Rwanda; expertise derived from my bureaucratic roles and responsibilities
ratherthan my intrinsic knowledge per se. My expertise concerned UN operations ratherthan Rwanda; my colleague had spent a career at the U.S. Mission
covering Africa, but at the time had never stepped foot on the continent. Our expertise, then, derived from our knowledge of the UN ratherthan those countries
thatwere partof our "portfolio."The result was thatI was more committed to the
survival of the UN than I was to the Rwandans.
Second, being able to elevate the UN's organizational needs over the
events in Rwanda was also facilitated by distance: discussions were occurring
among UN officials and member states in New York while the tragedy was unfolding in Rwanda. While those in New York expressed genuine anguish for
what was occurringin Rwanda, it was easier for them to identify with those with
whom they interactedon a daily basis. That Rwanda was a memberof the Security Council did not help me bridge the distance; its representativewas a member of the ruling coalition, and thereforelinked to the architectsof genocide. As
the Security Council debated the unfolding genocide, I would glance at him
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sitting quietly and passively duringthe deliberations, wonderinghow the Security Council could toleratehis presence without dressing him down and desiring
to see him evicted from the room as soon as possible. Looking back, he served
as a reminderto me that the internationalcommunity would have to tolerate the
occasional evil in order to maintain its central organization-the UN.
After endless deliberations, the Security Council voted on April 21 to reduce UNAMIR's presence and mandate,and to leave in place only those troops
that were requiredto assist General Dallaire's efforts to gain a cease-fire. For
those who opposed this decision but failed to offer troops to back their diplomatic pleas, this was the best thatcould be gotten. And those who insisted on reducing UNAMIR were reluctantto demand a complete withdrawalfor fear of
portrayingthemselves and the Security Council as morally bankrupt.By maintaining a token presence, the UN was able to symbolize its continued concern
and, perhaps,help effect a cease-fire.
Still, the SecurityCouncil remained"seized of the matter"(a phrasethatritualistically closes nearly all Security Council resolutions) and continued to
meet on a daily basis. Sitting throughthese long-winded meetings could be tortuous: informationcould as easily have been distributedwithout convening the
Security Council. Why then remain in almost continuous session?
One reason was to give all membersthe opportunityto express their moral
outrage. At the end of each day's debate, the President of the Security Council
would announceto the press thatthe Security Council was disturbedby the violence and would continue to follow events closely. Indeed, there was a nearly
rhythmic quality to the deliberationsduring these first weeks. On any one day,
hours would be spent by the Security Council exchanging informationand extolling the need for concrete action; pleased that it had demonstratedsufficient
concern, the following day's meeting would be highly abbreviated.
A second reasonwas thatthese meetings provided an opportunityfor member states to proclaim that they represented the interests of the international
community. Because such interestswere now defined as keeping a safe distance,
this language was evoked as often to arguefor restraintas it was for action. This
became painfully apparentas the Security Council continued to meet through
April with growing evidence of genocide. At first, the Security Council was reluctant to utterthe word genocide. Its very mention had the raw, discursive capacity to demandaction; its mere rhetoricalpresence might be enough to shame
and embarrassthe Security Council into doing what it resisted. Accordingly,
there appearedto be a tacit understandingto avoid such inflammatorylanguage.
As the days passed,however, a memberstate would occasionally implore action
because of genocide, but soon thereafterthe discussion slowly converged on the
belief that little could be done, thatthe Security Council had to protectthe UN's
interests, and that no member of the Security Council should use such explosive-that is, irresponsible-language outside the room.
Third, to have Rwanda on the Security Council's agenda meant giving the
appearancethatthe Security Council cared, thereby enabling it to veil its indifference. While memberstates were unwilling to assemble an interventionforce,
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they also did not want to appear indifferent. By filling the halls of the UN, remaining in constant session, and generating a flood of documents and statements, the Security Council could display the facade of action, when in fact few
states wanted anything of the kind. This suggests that one function of the UN
was to distribute accountability to the point that it becomes irretrievable.Who
was to blame for the lack of response to Rwanda?Everyone. The mere presence
of the UN allowed states (and the Secretariat)to shield themselves from responsibility, to point fingersin all directions,andto avoid accountabilityor culpability.
In this way, under the watchful eyes of the Security Council, 500,000 to
800,000 Rwandans fell victim to genocide. No one can be certainthat a modest
intervention at the outset of the crisis might have halted this tragedy, but the record is that the Security Council did little until it was too late and safe. And the
stark truth is that while some states called for intervention, few if any volunteered their own services. In this regard,the UN's indifference reflects the indifference of the member states. Yet the bureaucratizationof peacekeeping shaped
the Security Council's debates and contributedto the production of indifference. The Security Council saw itself as a representative of the international
community. One of the dilemmas it faced was choosing between its charge in
Rwanda and its protection of the peacekeepers. Any more peacekeeping fatalities, I and many others argued in the halls of the Security Council, would undoubtedly mean more criticism and fewer resources for the UN. This was the
moral equation and the justification for inaction. Such inaction was made palatable and morally tenable, invested with ethical distinction, as it was given support by appeals to the transcendentalvalue of preserving the internationalcommunity's central organization. Officials in and out of the UN were able to
explain the evils of Rwandaand theirown indifference by pointing to the secular
religion of the internationalcommunity and its cathedral,the UN.
Conclusion
As I continue to think about peacekeeping and the lessons of Rwanda, I do
so differently than when I completed my tenure at the U.S. Mission. To be sure,
many of my initial "policy-relevant"recommendationsstill inform my views of
peacekeeping, its functions, and its future.On the one hand, I continue to recognize that professionalizing peacekeeping was absolutely necessary if
peacekeeping was to have a future. But on the other hand, I now also perceive
thatthis bureaucratizationentailed thatthose in and aroundthe UN come to have
a stake in and identify with the bureaucracy,begin to evaluate strategies and actions according to the needs of the bureaucracy,and, accordingly, begin to frame
discussions and justify policies in a different manner.I became part of this bureaucratization process. I, too, altered how I judged and evaluated UN
peacekeeping. Sometimes this meant that I had a heightened awareness of the
complexities of the issues involved and the stakes of the game. Yet at other
times, this involved a shift in what I thought was desirable and valuable; I became as interested in protecting bureaucraticand organizational interests as I
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was in employing the UN to help those it was supposed to serve. The UN might
be above power politics, but it is not above politics.
This rendition of the politics of internationalorganizations is somewhat
more complicated, therefore, than that offered by many political scientists who
subscribeto a liberalview of internationalorganizations.Self-proclaimed liberals and neoliberal institutionalists are interested in identifying the conditions
under which states cooperate, eschew short-termgains for long-term benefits,
and abide by internationalagreements. Internationalorganizations are identified as an importantinstrumentin the search for interstatecooperation, as they
increase transparencyin actions, establish common normsof behavior, and contain monitoring mechanisms that allow states to overcome collective action
problems associated with interdependence choice.3 At the extreme, however,
liberals equate internationalorganizations with progress, and neoliberals celebratetheir existence as evidence that states have been able to put aside immediate gratificationfor long-term harmony.
Internationalorganizationshave certainly played an importantrole in encouraging states to cooperate, but that is not the only role they are capable of
playing. Internationalorganizations can become, first, a site for new political
identities and definitions of interests that are inconsistent with their original intent and, second, a locus of authorityfar removed from those whose lives they
affect and in whose name they operate. I have no desire to essentialize bureaucracies or to suggest a global "banalityof evil," but I do want to call attentionto
this often unrecognizedfeature of internationalorganizations.Although Herzfeld limits his discussion to "Western"bureaucracies and is reserved about
whetherhis discussion travels to non-Westernor internationalcontexts, there is
evidence thathis analysis and the story of Rwanda are not isolated phenomena.
Stacia Zabusky's Launching Europe (1995) demonstrates how Herzfeld's
analysis can survive the journey from state to interstatepolitics; Liisa Malkki's
(1996) reflections on the UNHCR in Central Africa offer similarly disturbing
observationsaboutthe relationshipbetween internationalorganizationsand the
individuals in whose names they act. And evidence from Bosnia, eloquently argued in David Rieff's Slaughterhouse (1995), also suggests a relationship between the bureaucratizationof peace-keeping, the concern for the organization's interests, and the production of indifference. In general, an intriguing,
though equally disturbing, implication is that the dynamics and developments
that Herzfeld locates among "Western"states are increasingly globalized phenomena. A more nuanced understandingof the consequences of global bureaucratizationshould be on the intellectual agenda of an era defined by globalization-cum-bureaucratization.
But the UN is more than a site of indifference, a place where state inaction
and organizationalinterests come to have an ethical content and moral luster.
The Security Council and the UN are also sites of a struggle over individuation
and connection, a place where member states define themselves and their interests through their engagement and confrontation with a set of transcendental
values. In this regard,the UN offers sanctuaryto contemplatea moral orderthat
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transcends local confines, a place where member states mimic, learn, and express a set of transcendental values that are above, beyond, and before the sovereign state. It is this UN, as the international community's secular cathedral,
that allows many, including myself, to maintain a belief in the transcendental,
even in the face of the occasional evil that exposes the sins of the members.
Notes
Acknowledgments. This article extends my earlier discussion of some of these
events in Barnett 1996. This article has benefited from the reactions and observations
of many colleagues in diverse fields, and to them I owe a collective thanks: Marty
Finnemore,Michael Herzfeld, Victoria Shampaine, James Fernandez,Hugh Gusterson,
Diana Saco, MarkLaffey, JuttaWeldes, three anonymous referees at Cultural Anthropology, Daniel Segal, and the participantsat the workshop "Cultureand the Production
of Insecurity,"held at the University of Minnesota, October 27-29, 1995. This article,
finally, could not have been writtenwithout the supportof the U.S. Mission to the United
Nations, the Council on Foreign Relations, and the MacArthurFoundation's International Peace and Security Fellowship. The views expressed are strictly my own.
1. Because the UN is an international organization that is also representative of
states, it can be understood as both the sum of its parts and as an independent actor. I
will refer to the Security Council, the 15 member states who are designated to preside
over matters of internationalpeace and security, when discussing the UN as a representative of its member states. I refer to the Secretariatwhen considering the UN as an
independentactor, and I refer most frequently to the office of the secretary-generaland
DPKO.
2. I want to add two critical caveats. First, I am representingmy personal reflections after a period of distance and attempting, as best as possible, to represent and
interpret the events unfolding around me; I have no doubt that others would tell a
different tale. I observed these events from the U.S. Mission to the United Nations, and
I expect that those residing in Rwanda, the UN, or other delegations would offer a
different view. Second, I have tremendous respect for the integrity and values of many
of those with whom I worked;these were highly dedicated individuals who worked long
hours and labored under difficult conditions. I have no doubt that they would object to
my characterizationof their supposed indifference.
3. For an overview of liberal theories of internationalrelations, see Zacher and
Matthews 1995; for a neoliberal statement, see Keohane and Martin 1995.
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